SEASONAL SPECIALS

Warm Tahitian Scrub and Hydrating Massage
The sultry aroma of vanilla blossoms combined with sweet pure cane sugar delicately exfoliates to leave skin feeling velvety smooth. The scrub is followed by a hydrating vanilla body butter application to leave you feeling kissable smooth and soft.
80 minutes for $185

Perky Pumpkin Facial
The temps might be telling you outside, but you’re in for a relaxing warm-up. You’ll be painted in Splendid Dirt, an organic pumpkin puree nutrient rich mud mask that tingles as it purifies and shrinks the look of your pores. Mixed with our world renowned Emergin-C products will leave your skin feeling firm, revitalized and hydrated.
50 minutes for $129

Vanilla Latte Pedicure
The perfect marriage of two favorites. This decadent scrub will delight any coffee and chocolate lover. Our Coffee and dark chocolate scrub is packed with natural antioxidants and caffeine to help firm and tone the soles of your feet. Mixed with the delectable Roasted Chestnut Fizzing Soak. This nourishing treatment is finished with a delightfully warm and nourishing vanilla body butter to rehydrate your feet after a long walk in our Las Vegas Desert.
50 minutes for $65